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DIRECTOR
KENNETH BRANAGH - Renowned director, actor and writer known for his film, television and theater work. As a director his films cover a variety of genres, notably Cinderella, Thor, Hamlet, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, and Much Ado About Nothing.

PRODUCERS
JUDY HOFFFLUND - Producer of Panic Room, 8MM, As You Like It, and Stir of Echoes. Previously, owner of the management company The Hofflund Co, where her list of longtime clients included Kenneth Branagh, Sally Field, and Julia Louis-Dreyfus.

RIDLEY SCOTT - Legendary filmmaker who’s iconic films and franchises have spanned four decades, including Alien, The Martian, American Gangster, Black Hawk Down, Gladiator, and Blade Runner.

SIMON KINBERG - Academy Award nominated producer of summer blockbuster films such as Deadpool, X-Men Apocalypse, Elysium, and Mr. and Mrs. Smith.

MARK GORDON - Award winning film and television producer with more than 100 projects to his name, including critically acclaimed box office successes The Chronicles of Narnia, The Day After Tomorrow and Saving Private Ryan.

AGATHA CHRISTIE LTD/EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JAMES PRICHARD - Chairman of Agatha Christie Ltd. and Christie’s great grandson who oversees all projects for her celebrated works.

SCREENPLAY
MICHAEL GREEN - His recent projects include the highly anticipated films Alien: Covenant, Blade Runner 2049, and Logan.

CINEMATOGRAPHER
HARIS ZAMBARLOUKOS - Frequent Kenneth Branagh collaborator, his projects include Cinderella, Thor, Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit and Mamma Mia.

COSTUME DESIGNER
ALEXANDRA BYRNE - Academy Award winner celebrated for her work on historical period dramas and Marvel films, including Elizabeth, Finding Neverland, Hamlet, Doctor Strange, The Avengers, Guardians of the Galaxy, and Thor.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JIM CLAY - A two time BAFTA winner whose projects include Children of Men, Love Actually, The Singing Detective, Christabel and Match Point.

ART DIRECTOR
DOMINIC MASTERS - Supervising Art Director whose projects include the upcoming Wonder Woman as well as Casino Royale, Batman Begins, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, and Titanic.

HAIR AND MAKEUP DESIGNER
CAROL HEMMING - Regularly collaborates with Kenneth Branagh on such films as Cinderella, Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit, and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. Other projects include Burton and Taylor, The Lone Ranger, and Dark Shadows.